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Application filed December 19, 1928. Serial No. 327,112. 
This invention relates to supports, and is 

particularly concerned with that type of sup 
port which is adapted to be clamped to a 
flange or flanges on a conventional beam or 
girder for suspending heavy objects such as 
pipes, shafts, motors and electrical fittings 
from the beam. It is an object of this in 
vention to simplify and improve the construc 
tion and operation of Supports of this char 

10 acter. 
A feature of the invention is the provision 

of a Support for clamping engagement with 
a beam flange in which the clamping action 
is increased by the application of a load, 
such as the weight of the member supported thereby. 
A further object of the invention is the 

provision of a support which requires no ma 
chining but which is nevertheless adapted for 

20 effective clamping engagement with the flange 
of a beam regardless of slight variations in 
the thiekness of the latter. - 
Other objects and features of the invention 

will be apparent from the following descrip 
tion taken in connection with the accompany 
ing drawings, in which: - 

Figure 1 is an elevation showing a pair of 
supports attached to a conventional beam 
for suspending a shaft hanger therefron; 

Figure 2 is a side view of the structure 
sho Wi) in Fig. 1 with a portion of the support 
in Section; ' . . . . . 

Figure 3 is a detail of a construction similar 
to that shown in Fig. 1, but in which the sus 
pending bolts have been arranged immedi 
ately below the beam, rather than offset there 
from: - 

Figure 4 is an end view of one of the ele 
ments of the supports shown in the preceding 
figures: . . . . . 

Figure 5 is a detailed perspectiye view of 
an element of the type shown in Fig. 3; 

Figure 6 shows a modified form of support; 
Figure 7 is a bottom plan view of Fig. 6; 
Figure 8 illustrates the application of a 

support to a channel section; 
Figure 9 is a diagrammatic view of a clamp 

element and beam; - - 
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Figure 10 is an end view of a further 
modification of a supporting element; and 

220,030, filed September 16, 1927, and em 

retain the clamp elements in position on the 

Figure 11 is a section on the line 11-11 of 
Figure 10. - - - 

This application is a continuation in part 
of our copending application Serial No. 

55 
bodies a number of the improvements con 
tained in that application together with fur 
ther improvements which render the device 
simpler to construct, easier to install, and 
more positive in operation. - 

Referring more particularly to the draw 
ing, one embodiment of the improved sup 
port is illustrated in Figs.1 and 2, in which 
a shaft 10, journaled in a shaft hanger indi 
cated generally at 11, is suspended from and 
transversely of an I-beam 12. It will be un 
derstood that the invention is not restricted 
to the Suspension of shaft hangers and 
shafts, but is adapted to the supporting of 
various heavy members such as pipes, motors, 70 
Or electrical fittings, and that the specific con 
Struction of the shaft hanger disclosed here 
in therefore constitutes no part of the inven 
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tion and is not described with particularity. 
In order that the shaft may be hung trans 
versely of the beam, a pair of supports indi 
cated at 15 have been illustrated in Fig. 1. 

5 

As is disclosed in my copending application 
above referred to, a single support may be 
used in the event that the shaft is to be sus 
pended parallel with the beam, or a different 
type of hanger, requiring the use of only 

80 

One Support, may be provided. 
Each support 15 may comprise a pair of 

elements 17 which serve to grip or clamp the 
lower flange of the beam 12 and which are 
retained in clamping position on the flange 
by the provision of means for connecting the 
elements. In the form of the invention shown 
in Figs. 1 and 2, this means comprises a plu 
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rality of clamp bolts 19 which are seated in 
grooves or recesses 20 formed in the lower 
face of each clamp element 17. It will be un 
derstood that a single bolt 19 may suffice to 

95 
flange, but it is preferable to tise at least two 
of these bolts for the purpose of obtaining 
added strength and safety. Fig. 2 shows a 
construction which permits the adjustment of 
the shaft hanger or other member supported 100 
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matic view illustrating 

from the beam to various positions beneath 
or iaiteraliy of the beam, and for this pur 
pose one of the elements 17 is formed with 
an extension 2i. ?. 5-shaped slot 22 extends 
longitudinally of the element 1 and exten 
sion 21 and is adapted to receive a bolt 24 
to which the hanger or other supported ele 
ment may be secured. This i-shaped slot is 
of such size that the head of the bolt 24 is 
received snugly therein in such manner as to 
permit adjustment of the bolt to various posi 
tions along the slot but to prevent any rota 
tion thereof. 

Since the clamp bolts 19 are disposed loose 
ly in the grooves 20 in the lower faces of 
the elements 17, means preferably in the form 
of a plate 26 is provided to 'etain these bolts 
in operative position in the grooves. This 
plate is in tilin retained in engagement with 
the lower face of the eleinent 17 by the bolt 
27 which is seated in the ""-shaped slot 22 
and is provided with a nut, 28 or other suitable 
means for engaging the plate 26. 

Each of the elements 17 is provided with 
an upstanding lug 30 extending over the 
lower flange of the beam 12 and adapted to 
contact with the upper edge only of the beam. 
For this pillpose each lug is preferably 
formed on its inner side with a substantially 
flat surface 32 which is inclined toward the 
body of the eam. The degree of inclination 
of this surface is such that the application of 
a load to either of the elements 17 tending 
to rock the element about the point, of con 
tact 33 of the body portion thereof with the 
lower face of the beam, serves to wedge the 
element outwardly of the bean, thereby ten 
sioning the cap bolts 19 and increasing the 
grip of the element on the beam flange. The 
novel arrangement is clearly shown in Fig. 
9 of the drawing which coinstitutes a diagram 

the imanner in which 
the clamp cooperates with the beam. The 
force exerted by the tensioned clamp bolt 19 
tends to move the camp element to the left 
in this figure, forcing the lug 30 inwardly and 
upwardly, whereas the effect of the load on 
the bolt 24, due to the weight of the support 
ed hember, tends to move the lug to the right, 
and downwardly, by reason of the inclina 
tion of the surface 32, thereby opposing the 
action of the bolt; 19 and further increasing 
its tension with the resultant increase in grip 
ping action of the element and cooperating 
parts oil the beam. 

it will this be seen that by reason of the 
f the contacting por peculiar construction of 

tion of the lugs 30, the supporting of heavier 
shafts or other members from the beam will 
result in causing the Support to clamp the 
beam more securely, this providing a maxi 
mum of Safety. This construction further 
pei'nits the use of the slipport with beams 
having various thicknesses of flange, the 
thicker flarges contacting with the inclined 
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surface at a point more remote from the body 
portion of the element. Further, the con 
struction permits the casting of the element 
in One piece without the necessity of subse 
quent machining of any part thereof, since 
the element is not required to accurately fit 
the beam flange. 

Fig. 3 illustrates a modification of the con 
striction disclosed in Fig. 1 which is adapted 
to permit the suspension of the supported 
member directly below the beam. For this 
purpose the opposing clamp elements 17 are 
formed identically, each being provided with 
the ""-shaped slot for the reception of the 
member supporting bolt. It will be seen that 
a slight adjustment of the Supported mem 
ber longitudinally of the elements is permit 
ted, but the arrangement is not designed to 
ailow extensive adjustment of the member 
laterally of the beam. One or more clamp 
bolts 19 are used to retain the elements 17 in 
position on the beam, but it will be noted that 
the effect of applying a load to the nember 
supporting bolts 24 will serve to force the ele 
ments into closer engagement with the bean 
fiange, and thereby increase the tension ol 
the clamp bolts 19 with resulting increase in 
the rigidity of the support as hereinbefore 
described. 

Fig. 6 shows a modification of the fore 
going constructions in which one of the ele 
ments it has been replaced by a hooked bolt 
34 which also serves the function of retaining 
the element, 17 in position on the flange an 
thus constitutes an effective substitute not 
only for one of the elements 17, but for the 
bolt 19 as weli. As in the preceding con 
structions, it is preferable to use at east two 
of these hooked bolts 34 for the purpose of 
obtaining additional security and strength, 

it frequently happens that the foot or 
other portion of the supported member which 
engages the lase of the element 17 is not of 
sufficient size to cover the grooves 20 in the 
element, to prevent displacement of the 
clamp bolts 19 from the grooves. Under 
Such conditions, it is of course necessary to 
provide a plate 26, such as has been de 
scribed in connection with Figs. 1 and 2, to 
close the grooves, and this plate may be coin 
veniently placed beneath the foot or other 
engaging portion of the Supported member, 
as showi) in Fig. 6, the member supporting 
bolt 27 serving to retain the member and 
plate in position on the lower face of the 
element. 
When the element, 17 is secred on the 

beam in the nanner disclosed in Figure (3 
it is possible for the supporting bolt to loose 
and to slip out of the support through the 
open end of the T-shaped slot. In order to 
prevent the supporting boit froin working 
Out of the slot, the element 17 may be co:- 
structed as shown in Figures 4 and 5, in 
which one side of the open end of the slot 
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is closed as indicated at 23. This constric- ous types of beams by slight modification 
tion is Ordinarily not required in any ar- and interchanging of the various parts. The 
rangement involving the use of two facing several modifications illustrated serve to dis 
supporting elements 17, as for instance in close various specific embodiments of the in 

5 Figure 3, in which there is no possibility of vention, but it is to be understood that these to displacement of the Supporting bolts owing Specific embodiments are only illustrative 
to the construction of the Supported men- and that the invention includes all such 
ber which maintains the bolts in spaced re- adaptations as fall within the scope of the 
lation. appended ciains. 

o Fig. 8 illustrates a different form of the Haying thus described the invention, what is 
inveiltion in which the support is applied to is claimed as new and desired to be secured 
a channel section. For the purpose of ap- by Letters Patent is: 
plying the Support to a section of thi 1. in a Support for Suspending member's 
a hole 36 is dified oi' other from beams, the combination with a clamp 

15 the chaniel Section, aid the element comprising a body portion adapted so 
formed with a hooked eind to lie beneath the lower fiange of a beam, and 
the recess 36, is disposed in having One end in engagement there with, 
of the element 17. It will be and an upwardly extending lug portion 
oit serves to retain the eler formed at the other end of said body por 

m tion and having a surface adapted for direct. ss 
engagement with the upper edge only of the 
flange, the upper portion of Said lug extend 

S. 

20 On the fiange of the beam, 
plication of a sad to the 

g ing bolt 24 will serve the 
in the other foilins of the iii vention, tirely ing inwardly toward the beam and the said 
the increasing of the ; surface thereon being so inclined that down 

25 bea in fiage. Yard Swinging movement of said element go 
Whi grooves 20 for regaiying the about its point of engagement with the lower 

camp are simple to construct and Siliface of the flange serves to Wedge the ele 
3 inent in a direction away from the central 

polition of the beam, and means exerting ten 
sion between said element, and another por-95 
tion of the bean for retaining the element 
in position on the beam, and means for sup 
porting a load on said eiement outwardly 
of the point of engagement of said element 
With the upper edge of the flange whereby 100 

uction iikewise effectively. Such load tends to side the said inclined Sur 
ciamp boil, face relatively to the flange for increasing 

the tension exerted by said first named means 
and thei'eby forcing said element more tightly s 

the supported alement or the piate 
to eii hoid the clain bolts i 

30 bioil e grooves, it is sometiin 
convenient to construct the ciamp 
in the mainer disclosed in Figures 
1i, in whi the silot 20 is closed at ei 
as indicated at 40, and a hois 4i is provide; 
iO receive the cana) boii. 19. ii., viii as 

- 
35 

G CO. into engagement with said fiange. -05 
supporting eleinent, 2. in a support for attachment to a beam, 
fiange is of course the coinbination with a recessed element for 

of iO, the e 
& - 

engaging the beam flange, of means for ex 
Cle is : el'ting tension on said element to retain the 

latter in position on the fiange, a portion of 110 
her said means being disposed in said recess, Said 
FC element, being provided with a slot adapted 

- to receive a hanger bolt herein, a bolt in said 
slot, and a plate 'etained in position by said 
bolt and Serving to close the Said recess to 115 

ight, le Cons: 
s a. 

l'etain said means therein. 
3. In a Support for attaching members to 

beans, the combination with a recessed eie 
- ment for engaging a beam flange, of means 

antioned eie- for exerting tension on Said element to retain-12o. 
inent. the latter in engagement, with said flange, 

it, Wii he see: tilat tie - a portion of said means being disposed in 
herein is exile Said recess, Said element being provided with 
reiatively inexpe a slot adapted to receive a bolt, therein, a 

plate adapted to close the said recess to retain c. 125 
f Said means therein, and a bolt disposed in said 

slot and Serving to Secure a member to the 
element and to retain said plate in retaining 
position. 

4. In a clamp for Securing members to: 136 
... 

may be ada apte 
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beans a clamp element comprising a substan 
tially flat body portion adapted to lie beneath 
the lower flange of said beam, an integral up 
Wardly extending lug polition adapted to di 
rectly engage a portion of the upper part of 
said flange, the under side of saidbody being 
provided with a transverse groove adapted 
to receive a clamp bolt, and a T-shaped slot 
for receiving a member supporting bolt to 
permit sliding adjustment thereof along the 
slot, said bolt having a non-circular head to 
prevent rotation thereof within said slot, and 
a plate for closing said groove to retain said 
clamp bolt, therein, said plate being adapted 
to be held in operative position by said mem 
be suppoiting bolt. 

5. In a device adapted to be clamped on 
a flanged beam, the combination with an ele 
lment for engaging the beam flange and pro 
vided with a groove extending along a por 
tion only of that face of the element remote 
from the beam flange and an aperture con 
stituting an extension of said groove and is 
olated from the said face, of means for exert 
ing tension on said element to retain the lat 
fe in position on the fiange, a portion of 
said means being disposed in said groove and 
Said aperture. 

6. In a support for suspending members 
from beams, the combination of a clamp ele 
inent comprising a body portion having an 
upper face adapted to engage and lie be 
neath the lower flange of a beam, and an up 
wardly extending lug portion having a sur 
face adapted to engage the upper edge of the 
flange, and provided with a lower face 
grooved throughout a portion only of its 
iength, and having an aperture constituting 
an extension of said groove, and means ex 
2:ting tension between said element and an 
other portion of the beam for retaining the 
element in position on the beam, a portion of 
said means iying in said groove and extend 
iing through said aperture. 

T. in a clamp for securing members to 
beams, a clamp element comprising a Sub stantially flat body portion adapted to lie 
beneath the lower flange of said beam, an 
integral upwardly extending lug portion 
adapted to directly engage a portion of the 
upper part of said flange, the under side of 
said body portion being provided with a 
transverse groove adapted to receive a clamp 
bolt, and a T-shaped slot for receiving a mem 
ber supporting bolt to permit sliding adjust 
ment thereof along the slot, said bolt having 
a non-circular head to prevent rotation there 
of within Said slot, said slot being closed at 
both ends to prevent the bolt from moving 
out of the slot. 

in testimony whereof we hereunto affix 
our signatures. 

PAUL F. WHITTER. 
SIDNEY B. WHETTIER, 
ROGER K. WHTTIER. 

  


